BUILDING A TURNED OUTWARD TEAM
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE

All communities have challenges.
Libraries can help conquer
them — given the right tools.

Introduction

Use this tool to identify ways to help your team Turn Outward.

Whether you are the library director, a department head, a branch manager, or just lead a team –
you can use these steps to orient your team and keep building a Turned Outward approach.
NOTE: At several points this tool references ideas and tools that are part of your Public
Innovators Lab Guide. It will help if you to reference these as you do this work.
The tools in this workbook are designed to help libraries strengthen their role as community
leaders and bring about positive change in their communities.
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All communities have challenges.
Libraries can help conquer
them — given the right tools.

Step 2: Get Experience in Being Turned Outward

Being Turned Outward can’t just be an idea. The team needs experience with it. You will have to
expect, encourage, and support action steps to have experiences being Turned Outward.
•

Have the team organize, lead, and observe Community Conversations. Summarize
public knowledge together and talk about how it impacts the library.

•

Participate in and visit with other community organizations and residents. Get outside the
library and go into communities and hold one-on-one conversations using the Ask tool.
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Step 3: Make Turned Outward Thinking a Part of
Your Work

All communities have challenges.
Libraries can help conquer
them — given the right tools.

To build Turned Outward thinking into the team, it has to show up in the work. Try some of
these thoughts:
•

Create an Innovation Space to regularly talk about what you are learning from the
community and how the library can be better connected to community.

•

Keep the 3A’s at the center of your regular meetings and work. Hang the summary of
the 3A’s as a poster in your staff meeting room. Or use the Turning Outward Across
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• Look at the Applying Public Knowledge to Library Programs Tool.
“Turning outward” is a step-by-step process developed by The Harwood Institute for Public
Innovation. It entails taking steps to better understand communities; changing processes
and thinking to make conversations more community-focused; being proactive to community
issues; and putting community aspirations first.

Step 4: Institutionalize it
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The Harwood Institute-created ALA tool – Making it Stick – designed
to help libraries that have started doing Turned Outward work make it a part of the everyday
work of the library. This tool is available at www.ala.org/LTC.
Ask yourself, “Where Turning Outward is taking hold, what do I know about the characteristics of
those people, what they are able to do well, and their views on the importance of community?
What skills do they bring to the table?” Let these answers be your guide!
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